
Persecution and political repression in "the land of the free"
 http://ipsoscustodes.wordpress.com/2010/10/16/quis-custodiet-ipsos-custodes/ 
  (quis custodiet ipsos custodes ...)
 The various forms of policing and repressing of U.S. government agencies have been 
relentlessly targeting me apparently for exercising my, "as advertised", right to be 
free and think for myself, which, very naturally indeed, includes not becoming one of 
their snitching @ssh0l3s (provided I was bored enough to consider that).
 Basically, as part of their 1984-like, "one-nation-under-surveillance" policing, they 
want to actually play God and control everything down to everyone of us on an individual 
level. They have turned from barbershops to University Departments into 
snitching/policing cells. I live in NYC and the NYPD (same exact thing happens when you 
are in other states and even other countries) and their extensive network of 
"coordinators" (CDR-like snitches) comprising: FDNY/EMS workers, MTA employees, postal 
office workers, wait[ers|resses]; building fumigation crews, porters and superintendents 
who come to watch -you- as you come, go and walk by; in complete coordination with the 
U.S. government/police have been:
 a) indirectly: you come home to find your apt. door unlocked and the lights in your 
apt. on, mirrors smeared all over, ...; noising practices (if you use some friends' 
vehicle, it will be found with smashed windows (which were obviously smashed right 
before we arrived and in front on a military academy with plenty of more inviting cars 
around!), or their trucks would not start the next day, ...; as well as
 b) directly: stop-and-frisk and clowning operations, (very unwelcoming) visits from the 
police to "talk to me" (and no, they don't tell you what the preposterous f#ck it is 
they want to "talk" to you about right on the door and of course they are not welcomed 
into my home (which you should never do, because if you do, you would be, legally 
speaking, tacitly inviting the police to search your home)), they send their snitches to 
try to mingle/talk to you while you walk on the streets (some idiot out of the blue 
jumps from behind a tree and starts whispering to you some incomprehensible, idiotic sh!
t) and even while you are at church they (apparently to start training future 
generations of priests and social workers as snitches) tell the interns to watch out for 
that "bad nigger". Sometimes I do things like quickly stepping into a bodega to notice 
how the cell phone of their snitch there goes off and how (s)he comes out (sometimes 
even almost running ;-)), cell phone in hand, to start searching for you/your 
face/identifying signs. Wherever you go they signal "bad nigger alerts" for "security" 
to start following you around: at supermarkets (the Pathmark I buy my groceries from 
becomes a snitching circus each time I go there); night clubs and hospitals (where your 
records get -always- lost; all of a sudden the lights go off right when the doctor is 
talking to you and only in the office you are being treated, computers and technical 
instruments don't work ... They left in my gum one of the stitches they were supposed to 
remove (Harlem hospital in that instance) after extracting a wisdom tooth (and no, they 
were not dissolvable ones (Why do these guys drive their (as they call them, apparently 
making fun of their patients) "sweethearts" (large metal syringes) right into your 
nerves? Do they know they are messing with your NS? Cuba is a very poor country and 
dentists would first apply some anesthetics on your gum)) Because this is the treatment 
bare-@ss3d niggers get? We have NS as well, you know?
 As part of their "if you are not 'with', you must be 'against' us" thing, they mind you 
and spread very disrespectful rumors at your work place and in your neighborhood as a 
way to socially and professionally demonize you. While teaching at Bronx Community 
College and tutoring at Columbia University, police would escort me around campus with 
their silly "tactical maneuvers". John Lyons, my supervisor at NMIC(.org), pasted on the 
side of his computer monitor one of those things that Pr. Bush (Jr.) said: "Our enemies 
are innovative and resourceful, and so are we. They never stop thinking about new ways 
to harm our country and our people, and neither do we ..."; and when I had to go there 
and talk to him about some work-related matter, he would start acting funny like asking 
me if I had read what was written there, sometimes even trying a silly angry face (yet, 
he would not actually say anything (they just wait for you to react in any way to take 
it as a conversational bait and spin it in their own b#lls!ting ways)). Coworkers would 
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jokingly make side remarks to me asking what kind of McCarthy-era innuendo was that all 
about. That works very well, they don't have to officially and openly impose a 
Berufsverbot (à la cubana) on you or tell them to actually fire you ("the American 
way"), they just have to tell them "keep an eye on that bad nigger" (taxing them with 
"extra work") and if you actually openly talk about that kind of cr@p and let them know 
about it (I don't understand gossiping and never talk on people's back) then, Michael 
Perone, the new recruiting principal at NMIC, doesn't hire you, because you are a 
"trouble maker" (it is not them initiating/contributing to those problems, but "you" the 
one creating them for yourself @@ and thinking that "people must hire you"). Amusing 
about these kinds of people is that they apparently like to portray themselves as being 
politically/morally "liberal"/righteous and entertain social justice illusions; but then 
comply with their master's and readily play into their b#lls!t and not only that, they 
would even try to rationalize what they do to "other people" as "something marginal", 
that it is just some "unimportant gossiping that socially challenge you is 
exaggerating", that as managers they have to care for the "greater good". I always 
noticed a certain degree of animosity from the executive director of NMIC, Barbara 
Lowry. It turns out that in part due to "their lawful efforts" (as NYPD Raymond Kelly 
calls them) I couldn't get a job and had to apply for public assistance and they send me 
to their center. She saw me and was visibly disturbed (why? This is the result of what 
you do). They were even telling me people who I was and asking them if I was "creating 
problems" ... Cynthia Carraquillo my supervisor at Goodwill/BEGIN spread rumors herself 
about me (based on private conversations) that were -very- offensive, along the lines of 
me being some Castro agent that would go to the Cuban embassy to report back to them, 
when in fact, as I explained to her even showing to her the legal papers I had to submit 
in person. I hated having to go to this place, which I had to do in order to take care 
of some legal business, because my son was a minor coming to the states. As it usually 
happens the rumor waves about you eventually reach yourself. I let her know about it and 
she tried to down play it telling me "'someone' may have heard something" (I wonder from 
whom, since I don't gossip). Even though I had been introduced to him minutes before, 
Mr. Tait director of Harlem Commonwealth said in front of my first class and my other 
manager that "I was a little 'loco'" (the "loco" (crazy) part he said in Spanish) that 
was a totally unexpected low blow which caught me off guard, I abruptly replied "he 
meant my name was López". Then when I started using the teachers lounge (as all other 
teachers were doing) to continue my research (all I needed was a desk and access to the 
Internet) after asking my manager and her approval. Tait said to me "he didn't want 
'non-resident' staff in that room, because there were file cabinets there with 
confidential information" and told my manager she did that without his authorization. 
Then even though my students were eagerly expecting to see me the coming cycle I just 
received an "with regret ..." email message telling me they had laid me off and when I 
came back to take my stuff, they had dumped it all by the entrance (that Tait guy ran 
that business as if it was his private plantation and forced his "slaves" (who would 
even call him ~papa'~ "daddy") into snitching. I was told one of them that calling him 
~papa'~ was very offensive and he simply told me. Why not? he is the one that pays 
me! ... As an old black man I have found I love teaching so much that not doing so, 
feels somewhat criminal. After volunteering for 1199 from half a year they hire me (as 
usual all sort of "weird" stuff happened (including, as my manager, Melissa Coss, 
herself commented on, that "they had taken all fonds away from her")). I don't believe 
that trying to create some "safe" distance to your students makes any sense. I want for 
them to see me as one of them, so, I treat my students in a friendly and relaxed way. In 
one occasion one student (with whom I had even spent extra unpaid tutoring time) kept 
"forgetting" what he had already learned (I had never seen something like that (I even 
thought/think he either had "problems" or may have been b#llsh!t!ng me)) and as part of 
a teaching trance, even if it is a no-no, I told my adult student in a friendly way in 
order to shake him somewhat: "what the <6th letter of the alphabet> are you doing, 
buddy?". There was that very anxious lady in class who, as it happens with some 
students, thought it was OK to dump her frustration on me (or was being told to do 
that). She would even loudly cry out to me during classes "Why don't you marry me?" (I 
was asking my students about homework/studying time). She recruited other students to go 
and tell my supervisor about that incident. My supervisor was a teacher (so she very 
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knows how some students get at times) and she very well knew I am a dedicated teacher 
and that I wasn't the kind of guy who would deliberately be offensive to my students or 
constantly complain about them. She could tell that it must have emotionally slipped out 
of my mouth/mind (she knew how emotional I became while teaching). She summoned me to 
her desk to basically fire me but she was talking in such an unclear way that I had to 
actually ask her if "they" (she was referring to herself as "we" and formally cced the 
official "Termination of Employment" email to Maureen.O'Brien@1199funds.org) were firing 
me. She then (kind of mocking me) told me that there had been instances of students' 
complaints, without specifying anything, not even professionally. I was teaching a GED 
Math class and a full GED Spanish (+ ESL + civics) one. They could have quarantined me 
from the English class, but they instead chose to fire me even affecting my other 
students. My Spanish students, for whom I doubled as social worker, spiritual guide, 
therapist, cheerleader, immigration lawyer, travel agent and life coach ;-), after 
requesting for more classes, changing their busy schedules, were outraged I had been 
fired and kept asking me "what had 'actually' happened?" and "why hadn't they let me 
continue with them?" Some of them had a somewhat solid previous schooling experience and 
they complained about some "teachers" who don't really speak Spanish and/or don't really 
know their subject matters well.
~ 
 Police recruit maintenance/administrative people and regular worker as snitches (they 
even work your own students (even abusing their parolee status!) for that kind of cr@p), 
who try to become your "friends" with/"blab" you. It is well over me what the f#ck I 
could possibly "talk" to them about and at work I do not gossip or waste my time with 
non-work-related stuff, but then they would spin whatever interpreted or imagined 
b#llsh!t in their m0r0n!c paternalistic ways. In general, I couldn't care less about 
people's individual business and see everyone as basically the same. In fact, I was for 
a long time a garbageman myself and have lived within what some people would consider to 
be very different social strata, but then they would start rumors about you thinking you 
are some superior/important nigger as another way to be offensive to you. If you sit at 
Bryant Park to read (about ancient Greek Philosophy/Mathematics) and jot your notes for 
a while (to U.S. gov) apparently you are a "terrorist" thinking about how to blow up 
this place. If you go to read at Penn Station for a while their snitches, making a silly 
effort at dressing as vagrants, all of a sudden crowd the area where you are sitting and 
even try to blab you. If I garden at my church then I am apparently thinking about how 
to stash WMDs there, so their snitch at the swimming pool next to the church takes a 
folding chair to sit and even moves it around ;-), in order to closely watch what I do 
as I garden and he even blabs you in Spanish trying to conversationally engage you. If, 
as part of dealing with my messy son, I go to family counseling meetings, they tell the 
counselor who all of a sudden stops returning my calls and very visibly freaked out that 
day I visited those meetings again without being formally invited. He would, in a very 
explicit way, still ignore/avoid talking to me, as if he was afraid of something (most 
people find easier to believe and do what "daddy government" tells them and/or don't 
want to invite extra attention of the police to their business for professional or 
ethical reasons).
 All that m0r0n!c harassing stuff "happens" when you go to other countries as well! They 
make you part of their currency, I guess. While strolling the streets in Barcelona with 
my wife (as we were crossing over a wide avenue), I ran into a very good friend (from my 
childhood I hadn't seen for a very long time), then he turned to cross over the street 
with me, hug and chat for a while. All of a sudden and out of the blue, this lady 
appeared (within seconds!) and stood right there among us. I thought she was his friend 
or something (who had returned after crossing the street), looked at her in a friendly 
way and was even going to greet her when my friend (wondering who the f#ck that lady 
was) put on a WTF? face, letting me know he didn't know who that lady was (that she 
certainly was police trying to mingle with us/find out what we were talking about). 
Years before while I was in Montreal attending the wedding of a good friend of mine, as 
I walked around Chinatown that police idiot started with their clowning around and I 
didn't even have to look at him, just by noticing how other people were looking at him I 
realized what was that all about. While visiting Germany (that lightly hurt), China and 
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(even!) Nicaragua the police have received given me sh!t. Once we were just transferring 
planes in Ireland with very little time and they made us go out into the airport and 
come back in even though we had to just changed terminals. I had to sprint through the 
airport and make them wait for us. My wife kept asking me why would they make us go that 
and found that "very strange".
 Other than my moral stance and very personal, general ideas, let me very clearly state 
upfront that I have no idea what exactly makes me the target of their "dedicated" and 
obsessive attention. Well, I was born in Cuba, which under current U.S. laws is a 
"terrorist" country; which is ironically amazing, because it is actually the U.S. 
government who has been doing things like blowing up an airplane full of teenagers in 
midair (mastermind and executer of such actions was "pardoned" out of prison by the very 
U.S. President (Bush (senior)); their guy even boasts about it to the point that the 
U.S. government has asked him to "please, keep a low profile" ...) and engineering and 
spreading diseases against crops, farm animals and people, specially targeted to the 
elderly and babies (that kind of "God blessed terrorism" actually killed my grandmother 
among many other). It is not only about direct physical violence, keeping an embargo on 
a nation for more than half a century as a way to manipulate people against their 
dictators, because they are not the kinds of dictators you like/support and/or they 
don't pay homage to you is indeed a terrorist mindset. The U.S. government goes out of 
their way in sick ways and in any way they can to mess with Cuban economy/people (as if 
we need more of this). If some business in Argentina sells food to Cuba they offer to 
them to sell it in the U.S.)).
 Anyone with a few healthy neurons and some sense of reality would disagree with a 
dictatorship, but must that make me "logically" agree with the U.S. policies against the 
Cuban people? Being sandwiched in this dilemma, in some sense I feel like King Solomon 
parable of the rightful mother (1 Kings 3:16-28). And, no, I am not asking for the 
embargo to be lifted just like that. If the current dictatorial government in Cuba wants 
something they should pay with good and honorable cash, NO CREDIT WHATSOEVER, otherwise 
the U.S. will help those mf's to bury Cuba in debt (as they have done with other 
countries as a way to then blackmail their governments). The only reason I can think of 
the U.S. government would be interested in keeping that feral society as chaotic as 
possible is because they need to more easily manipulate people once things change. As 
Henry Fielding said: "Neither great poverty nor great riches will hear reason". But, are 
they really scoring while keeping the situation in Cuba as chaotic as possible? Is it 
really beneficial to them (or anyone /anything)?
 For more than one reason, I can safely infer if they do this to me, they must be doing 
it to a lot more people out there. I have told the details about this to people one of 
which simply said: "if I say to my parents that is going on in America they would think 
I am crazy". A girlfriend once told me: "Man, whoever tries to hire you as a spy or such 
things does not have a clue! You are one of the most socially challenged persons I have 
ever met". How come no one talks about this? Some of it relates to their "free" media 
sanitizing those issues out of people's minds in subtle ways: let's flood/bug people's 
minds with stupid gossiping about celebrities, Janet Jackson's "immoral" tit, lady Gaga 
kind of Satanic/stupid stuff, Congressman Weiner's bulging underpants (then silly, 
tearful display), rap/reggaeton with stupid lyrics, endlessly asking and telling about 
"don't ask don't tell" policies, having "ethics committees" mind people's private sexual 
life ... and outright censoring ways: as the "responsible" media we are informing "good 
Christians", we are not supposed to report or elaborate on our own sins (and if and when 
we do we portray it as a consummated act of justice), but other's. Let's talk (again!) 
about how stupid that French Maginot line was during WWII and not question how come 
those Gods of ours have always, very conveniently indeed, commissioned us to mess, pick 
fights with, bomb, invade and occupy countries/peoples, who can not defend themselves on 
an equal basis (as expected the U.S. gov/CIA was behind the latest coup d'état attempt 
in Ecuador). How come "our" Gods have such a hard time pinpointing countries such as 
Russia and China on a map? How come "we" don't "spread democracy" to such countries?
 When Nazis transcendentally thought of themselves as the "superior race", "chosen 
ones", "God blessed", taking care of "white man's burden", serving "the greater good", 
"brave", "free" to do as they pleased and all that dignifyingly sounding cr@p people 
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like to tax their minds with when they need to justify their wrong doings; at the very 
least, they made their beliefs falsifiable by attacking head on England, France, Russia, 
... all at the same time, not by doing the "honorable" standard thing of going after 
"those lesser savages" and then "smartly" changing the tone and theme into a 
"diplomatic" rhetoric full of open-ended adjectives when it was about a true force (even 
after the Russian army raised the killing ratio to 1:1, Nazis kept true to their cr@p!). 
Nazis didn't go to lie their heads off at the UN, nor did they have "Schools of the 
Americas", nor did they try to give their b#llsh!t much of a clout of moral/political 
legitimacy by using "allies". In fact some basic arithmetic on the prorated genocide 
(since this is a war of invasion/occupation/abuse, defined as the total number of people 
killed divided by the percentage of casualties of their own forces) of Nazis during WWII 
(including people inhumanely killed in concentration camps) compared to the abusive 
engagement of the U.S. government and their allies in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, ... 
their support of new-age Nazism by the Israeli government "acting in response to ..." 
will give you some insight into the true dimensions of those abuses and excesses. Let me 
help you with part of the Math: (based on 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_World_War_casualties) the death toll in World War II 
was 78 million (here is everyone included (even themselves and those who didn't die due 
to causes directly related to the war (such as famine))) and Nazi troops casualties were 
30%, so, the prorated killing index would be (78 million/30%) 2.6 (prorated millions). 
To do the comparison, you should do the Math to get the figure pertaining the U.S. 
government and their allies, which data you can get from: Iraq: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multi-National_Force_%E2%80%93_Iraq and 
justforeignpolicy.org/iraq (you should include Afghanistan and Pakistan as well). It you 
do the Math you will see that my point is not a Godwin's Rule case. You may even see it 
as  true and simple "Arithmetic" based on measurable and demonstrable historical facts, 
but apparently thinking like that flags you as a "person of interest" to the U.S. 
government. People in those countries have protested the bombing "suspected" by the U.S. 
military to "suspected insurgents" and their official response was: "check your 
family/neighbors!" Even the puppet government they installed in Afghanistan in disgust 
over the abuse of the U.S. government and their allies to their people reminds them, 
they are a foreign occupying force, as reported, killing people based on "patterns".
 Police have some way to know exactly where you are 24x7 even at night and while in 
crowds. It definitely is not just manned snitching. I see how they "watch" you from 
their SUBs on their laptops' displays when you walk around. Heck! At times I even let 
them know they are freaking obvious! I think they do it electromagnetically, and no, I 
don't use cell phones or such things. This can be easily done by inserting in your shoes 
a thread acting as an electromagnetic beacon (you get different shoes than the ones you 
bought, and merchants understandably get very angry and "don't know what you are talking 
about, because they don't carry those kinds of tennis shoes" (which, of course, were 
simply changed in their -black chambers- (all, public and private, postal services are 
part of this). The ones I bought were very clearly b&w, but the ones I got had the 
colors of the Star Spangled Banner and no, they don't even care to change the picture on 
ebay (and/or using their routers/repeaters in smarter ways) ;-))). I actually noticed 
some shoes of mine had an unnatural/horrible smell (the glue) and while trying to wash 
the insole cushion I saw some threads placed longitudinally, that weren't really lacing 
anything together. I intended to keep them for technical curiosity and as evidence, but 
they smelled so badly that I got rid of them. The reason why I think they are doing it 
electromagnetically, is because when I enter the subway they frantically yell through 
their loud speakers "be aware of pickpockets, do not display your cell phone" ... ;-), 
when I walk or drive through bridges (which metal frames physically serve as Faraday 
cages) they invariably escort you through it, during humid/foggy/stormy days they would 
follow you around almost walking next to you ;-) and, because once I openly told about 
it, they started to "show to me" using their silly skits very prominently, how they were 
doing it!! @@ ;-)
 They may bug your credit cards (I was sent "by mistake" 5 different ATM cards one after 
the other, after I lost/misplaced mine and more often than I could possibly attribute to 
random causes cash machines malfunction only when you use -your- ATM card ...), and/or 
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are using powder-size/microscopic radio emitters. They even follow you with helicopters 
throughout the city, which they have lately colored orange, yellow, ... Once at a beach 
with a friend and his daughters and my nephew in Stamford/CT, I clearly saw a drone 
slowly flying at about 25 meters high right on top of me from the sea towards the beach. 
I was talking to my dad on the phone at this very moment and mentioned it to him, 
missing the chance to let my friend and other people at the beach notice it and take 
pictures/clips of it. Each time I come in or go out of my building, apartment and even 
the bathroom in my own apartment they make the fire alarms in the building's stairways 
beep. I even saw the superintendent of the building I had to temporarily move in (they 
were renovating the one I live in) (re)wiring the fire alarms in that building for that 
m0r0n!c beeping. Building superintendents here in NYC are worked into 
"collaborators"/snitches by their landlords/police. I very much doubt they increased 
their salary in any way, even though, as part of their (new "patriotic" aspects of 
their) "job description", they must double as lookouts, as well as make fire alarms beep 
and disconnect lamps in the stairwells in buildings; actions, which under current safety 
laws and apartment building regulations, are a fire hazard and can actually cause 
tenants to harm themselves. I once told my super about it, even offering myself to let 
the landlord know and fix/change them (or their batteries) and he told me "those are 
'different kinds of fire alarms' he doesn't even know how to fix/change them" (as part 
of the regulated, yearly "apartment inspections", they have even included "are/were-you-
a-member-of-the-military?" check boxes). Once as I walked back home after overnighting a 
shelter we run at church I found the kind of crates I have been using to pack my books, 
so I carried 3 of them all the way home. I am careful to only use those without 
proprietary tags, in order not to -freely- give them a case (the NYPD has fined people 
for sitting on plastic crates because "it is not their property" ...) Since the crates 
needed washing I temporarily placed them in the hallway inside of my apartment. Then I 
went out to do some errands and they "disappeared". Of course I noticed it, but they, 
who "monitor" your building (and your apartment) using their surveillance cameras and 
their snitches , like to "articulate" their "messages". On Sunday, as I got home late at 
night two of them (in their typical ways) all of a sudden double parked one of those 
black SUVs, jumped out of it and went in front of you to open the gate to the garbage 
room (only the super has inside access to it) They mean "it was us man, as you very well 
know, we have keys to your apartment as well, you have no privacy whatsoever. we can 
mess with you anyway ...". They frame "messages" in ways that you would be ashamed to 
acknowledge and if you tell other people they will think you are "crazy".
~ 
 As I understand it, after designing such a "virtual prison" around you, their thought 
police (their so-called "intelligence" department), then go about "re-
educating"/"norming" you through some Pavlovian fear conditioning by noising your 
existence when "you don't behave well" and doing it "proportionally" for you to get 
"smart" about it. The chief snitch at González and González in NYC, as it happens at any 
other social place you go, has even told waiters to keep an eye on me. When you visit a 
museum "How-can-I-help-you?" kinds of people intersect you (as if they were playing 
U.S.-style football) and when you ask them, "what makes them think that you need any 
kind of help from them?" they have no answer and look funny. Once I was with a group of 
friends/acquaintances talking right outside a night club and while we were going back 
inside I was targeted and physically assaulted by the manager of a night club (whom I 
had never seen before) for no reason whatsoever. He pushed me telling me (and only me) 
"You are not coming back in". I did push the guy back strongly (which I, initially, 
somewhat regretted thinking he was some disturbed/intoxicated person that had mistaken 
me for someone else), then they bared -me- from going there and told me who the guy was. 
Favela Cubana in NYC/the village was a place where they knew I liked to go, so they told 
the DJ there (DJ Medina (no, I am not exposing him, he even boasts about being a snitch 
"lo estaba cazando" ("I was keeping an eye on him!" (till I had the chance to ban him 
from coming here)))). One night I had done my routine of going to Washington Square Park 
first for a while and having some alcohol prior to get there when I noticed the police 
fielding me so I went somewhere else. Then I was just hanging out at the place when they 
came up to me to tell me I could not drink beer from the outside I could understand what 
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they meant (and initially thought they were mistaking me for a friend, who sometimes 
would do that), but then when I tried to clarify what was happening they even let me 
know the police had been watching me from their closed  circuit cameras at the place 
(which I very well knew already) and ended up having a heated argument with DJ Medina 
calling him a snitch (all DJs in NYC "work" anyway). I stopped going to that place. 
Police when they mess with you apparently think they are just doing their work, that 
whatever "marginal" problem you have is "your fault". They would delay the application 
for my son coming to the states until one week before the application expired and would 
even mess with your marital relationship. Yes, that messes with you, but I can't figure 
out how is it that they norm you/change your mind by doing it. They even helped me 
understand that I should free my spirituality from the going to church thing.
 If you don't have a job and out of basic decency instead of using welfare would rather 
get some food from a restaurant late at night (selectively not that good (they dispose 
of plenty of better quality food on a daily basis)), they case it as well apparently as 
a way to exercise their patriotism through their snitch at the restaurant on Dyckman and 
Broadway. Side remarks said in Cuban prison slang are made by their snitches as I walk 
by, and rumors about and reactions due to that "bad nigger" coming here "trying to get a 
free lunch in America" indirectly reach me. Due to those kinds of experiences, I have 
pretty much stopped going anywhere they sell food or anything they could deliberately 
bug or trash, I even hesitate buying a birthday cake for my lovely nephew at Veniero's 
knowing that they may bug/trash it as a way to assert their "patriotism". As it has 
happened at places such as Junior's (Flatbush Avenue in Brooklyn) where they have 
deliberately trashed the food I have ordered, which the person dining with me obviously 
noticed.
 After imposing a "Berufsverbot" on me, the Cuban police (diligent as they are ;-) ), 
told me I had to report to "Servicios Comunales" (community services for a monthly 
118.17 pesos salary!) for the worst paid and most contemptible jobs. Yet, while working 
around the area, we would get a "free lunch" at the very national ministry of the police 
department, at the blood bank around 23rd and Paseo and at the University of Havana 
(where they knew me very well). Probably police and snitches in Cuba after decades have 
learned not to get overboard while treating their "unequals" (they knew who the 
"apestados" ("stinky ones"/"counter-revolutionaries") were) and/or Cuban people just 
don't see anything transcendental about it. I do remember how these guys (both those 
handing out the food and the contact person (usually a "revolutionary") picking it up 
(they were "nice", but they didn't want for us/garbage men crowding their areas) would 
be carelessly evasive (some of them would even put on a superficially silly attempt at 
being friendly) as they handed over the food to the "enemies" (and a plate of food in 
Cuba is some currency!). It, to some extent, might be a cultural thing (Italian and 
Spanish people never really got fascism), yet, in what regards to matters of the state 
(including police and state repression), it is not just about basic morality (provided 
U.S. gov/police can spare some mind share from "paying attention listening to God 
telling them things" in order to understand such concepts), but also about social 
honesty in acting in the open and openly elaborating on the mindset underlying your 
actions, to society at large, to themselves and even to the people being 
targeted/mistreated, specially if "God" has blessed your actions, but, well, this may be 
what happens to you when you are a "Christian nation". As U.S. Foreign Policy Analyst, 
Christian Whiton, explicitly put it:
 "There also has to be a 'clear punishment' (my emphasis) for people who engage in what 
I would consider a form of espionage, a form of political warfare. It's not an act of, 
uh, um journalism or transparency, but an act of, um, political war against us" ... "At 
the end of the day, things involving the web I think you find are less mysterious and 
new than may meet the eye at first. If you just go beyond, uh, I'd say the surface, 
you'll find umm, telecommunications companies that are hosting the servers or hosting 
the companies that in turn post this information and have made this possible. You'll 
find banks that provide banking services to these people. You will find landlords who 
provide rent to the individuals involved. So, to that extent I'm pretty sure you can 
peel back the onion and find exactly what this organization is, where it conducts its 
activities and which jurisdiction it's subject to most directly".
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 Cuban "authorities"/police, as wrongfully offensive as they are, do respond to people's 
request and claims in very explicit ways, even if based on some crazy/abusive logic and 
didn't waste much of their time trying to "convince"/"norm" people who had some 
different sense of humor using b#llsh!ting mind games. They didn't really care much 
about me working as a garbage man right at the University of Havana. My teachers didn't 
like that a bit, they would look down in distress avoiding looking at me ;-) and some of 
them would even go out of their way to talk to me asking me "what/how I was doing" and 
"not to let those problems 'break me', to do 'something', anything!" (they meant -with 
my mind-). If it were in the states, the U.S. government/police, as "good Christians", 
would "sanitize" that kind of "uneasy" display, which also frames a collateral message 
"look what will happen to you if your sense of humor doesn't agree with ours". Their 
very explicit (and even given to you in writing) "Berufsverbot" regulations they would 
hand to you "for you to know", even explaining to you that you were "excellent 
academically, but not an example of a revolutionary professional by any standard" ;-). I 
asked every single official that would interview me or let me know about their 
determination, why did they let me go then and finish my studies overseas if they 
already knew I as "excellent academically". They would have "reactions", without 
attempting to answer my question. The Cuban political/ideological machinery didn't seem 
to realize you cannot teach people how to read and write and then expect for them to 
think in the ways, read and write what you want.
 In one occasion they gave me written notifications saying that in the records of the 
office of the "Ministry of Internal Affairs" (the police) it didn't show my brother (a 
very well-known musician) had ("illegally") "abandoned" the country (I needed that 
information to change the title of my home to be fully mine) and the same office of the 
"Ministry of Internal Affairs" handed to me their written determination that "I could 
not leave the country for 5 years because my brother had illegally 'abandoned' the 
country". I protested that b#llsh!t and the officer that spoke to me even invited me to 
her desk to show to me the exact regulation off the book. I then brought the 
determination of the same ministry telling me contradictory things (as you can see with 
a legalese/verbal trap) and she slightly rolled her eyes and suggested to me in a quasi-
friendly way to go and "try to fix that with them" (she meant with themselves!). I know 
of a researcher waiting for some books sent from overseas by a friend and after 
repeatedly checking with the postal service and with the sender, he received a note in 
the mail letting him know that the books he was supposed to get were "identified as 
beneficial for public use as part of the revolutionary educational effort" ;-), that "he 
could go to the public library so and so to read them if he wanted. Thank you very 
much!" Now I can't help but laugh about such things.
 U.S. police always send their hit men to chaperon me when I fly, always sit them at the 
same spot in relation to you (diagonally from your back leaving a seat free if 
necessary) and, as usual, they always wear their clown noses. While my wife and I were 
flying to our honey moon destination in Nicaragua, the plane was driven back to the 
airport after taxing in line to take off for half an hour. I could even see the mechanic 
and pilots arguing about "what the f#ck happened to this plane now? ..." an odd joke 
crossed my mind "maybe there were 'terrorists' in that plain". While coming back from 
our honey moon in Nicaragua right at the airport I made a loud joke: "look, now they 
(police) fly first class" and the one doing the "bad police" role even got upset ;-). We 
were repeatedly searched, even on what obviously were improvised stands, even though my 
luggage was utterly scarce, simple and plain. Airport security would not only open your 
luggage and/or "being sorry" for sending your luggage "by mistake" in some other flight 
(sometimes they leave "it's us" notes) but even put in stuff (bags of crackers) you 
didn't yourself obviously to bother/make fun of/"own" you. When I send CD-ROMs/DVDs 
(with University courses which are made publicly available online) to my son and family 
members in Cuba with public information I downloaded off the Internet, I even include 
shell scripts (with source URLs and data md5sums) so they could fast and easily do their 
snitching, but they still disappear or delay the package and it is not the "Cuban" end, 
same thing has happened when I have sent things to friends in Italy and Germany. I 
almost never get sick, yet more often than I could explain by natural/random causes I 
get a cold when I have to fly. Once while we participated in a march against the war in 
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Iraq, -all of a sudden-, my girlfriend (who was next to me) and I felt extremely tired 
in a very weird way (as I have never felt in my life (we hadn't had the same kind of 
food or even slept together the previous night)).
 Once at Union Station in Washington DC police told me I had to leave the premise (for 
no reason whatsoever (I was just reading while sitting in a public waiting area along 
with other people (it was a very cold winter night and I was just waiting there for a 
few hours till daybreak))). They kept giving me sh!t and after changing my sitting place 
a number of times, I refused to leave and then resisted arrest. They forcibly arrested 
me, handcuffing me really hard in my back which made both my hands bleed and gave me 
some collateral pushing around. At their station, they then thoroughly went through all 
my possessions trying to incriminate me on something and placed their phone calls, but 
apparently could not find anything (I am very careful about keeping "clean"/not selling 
out easily by giving them an easy way to "get" me. In fact, they did find a jury duty 
summon (as the good citizen I am ;-))). I was very upset about all that cr@p already and 
wanted to bring this b#llsh!ting persecution to court, but on the next day I had to take 
care of some business relating to my son coming to the U.S. at the Cuban consulate (they 
made me go there, because (their terminology) I had "illegally" left/escaped the country 
and my son was a minor). Besides, people were being fired/laid off from work like flies. 
After that incident at Union Station, I have been explicitly denied jobs, because of 
"negative" background checks of would-be employers, since they "found out" I have been 
blacklisted in the FBI criminal index, because the "FBI arrested me" (the FBI is the 
regular police around the White House/Washington DC precinct) and they have asked me "to 
confirm the case" and "explain why" (I wonder what the f#ck do I have to "explain"!?! 
@@, probably it makes them upset that I am not a criminal by any standard/as morally 
cheap as they'd wish I be, so I would be make easier for them to go after me). Those 
written letters by U.S. government agencies denying me jobs Cuban style I actually find 
great ("we actually run civil society!" (that is so cool!!!)), even amusing, because 
even if in the U.S. there is -way- more policing and CDR-like collaborators/snitches 
than in Cuba, police in the U.S. are more careful to keep people's illusions of 
"freedom", "civility" and all that great stuff, in fact there is so much policing that 
catering to those illusions is their main concern and the media, always so conceding, 
offer a critical helping hand with that. My colleagues are amazed that a bilingual, all-
subjects, excellent and dedicated teacher like me can't find teaching jobs, because they 
constantly advertise their desperate need for them.
 As part of their harassment, they don't formally accuse you of anything, and since, 
smart as they are, they apparently haven't been able to incriminate you on anything for 
more than 17 years, they would instead harass you non-stop and in any way they can as if 
you were an animal, if you don't comply with their b#llsh!t. Sure! Be my warden to 
secure a salary; that you can do if you can't find anything better to do! But working me 
into one of your snitching @ssh0l3s is something quite different, you may be able to 
see! NYPD cars do as if they are going to hit me (jumping the curb and driving their 
cars on the sidewalk) when I walk on the streets even with friends/acquaintances. They 
have even used their stunt guns from the outside to create noises inside places I have 
visited and from helicopters when I have been at public parks (that day I was resting 
after a long walk on a bluff right around the base of the George Washington Bridge). 
They take pictures (even with flash on in the subway) and film me on my face, using 
their cell phones, commercial and professional video cameras (even using tripods!) and I 
don't think I look, dress or act like a celebrity in any way for people to waste their 
time paparazzing me. They even go the extra mile to make very explicit to you that they 
are filming -you-. They set up and man their theatrical stagings in order to perform 
their clowning operations: groups of police and/or firefighters prominently show to you 
their weapons and tools (their large spears even though there was no reason to use them 
at that moment (using a subway entrance as choke point)) and/or they (or their snitches) 
field you when you are out there and stare at you continually as you walk by (they even 
put on stock glasses when they do that (aren't they clowns!) ;-)) and/or do as if they 
were going to bump onto/physically assault you; someone all of a sudden starts yelling 
really loud and/or aggressively running towards you in a crazy way (even with eye makeup 
as if they really were disturbed/sleep-deprived people, or on drugs (it is so, but so 
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f#ck!ng obvious such f#ck!ng morons can only possibly be police!)). As usual they don't 
respect anything, as they say "anything for a buck!" They need to "show results" in 
order to justify salaries so desperately! The other day I was with my lovely teenage 
niece and nephew on the streets and that young lady, who was part of a crowd staring at 
us, started yelling and running towards us and as part of their staging they even placed 
huge tennis shoes on the way. My niece and nephew asked me a bit alarmed what was that 
all about and I pointed to the tennis shoes on the street and simply said "her guy!". 
They just laughed.
 Their snitches say their threatening remarks to you (putting it in a joking, technical 
way, their "piropos"). They may stand right after or around you while you wait in line 
and start talking threatening sh!t, or say to you as you walk on the streets: "¡a 
cualquiera le dan un tiro!" (you could get shot at!); ¡ni vas a ver el golpe! (you won't 
even see what will hit you!); "¡le voy a pullear la cabeza!" (I'll stab his head! (some 
guy says as he aggressively walks towards and then closely by you)); "we will jail you 
up!"; "te van a matar" ("they will kill you" (says their snitch living right next door 
to mine)); "lo que el necesita es una buena p!ng@" ("what he needs is a really big dick" 
(implying I am gay)); their security personnel as I worked for Ernst & Young would call 
me "Castro boy" (and, no, ... you don't react to that hard core offense, once you know 
what this is what they want from you); they put on a Bush mask during Halloween and do a 
shooting-while-driving skit while you stand on a street corner even with "bang-bang" 
gestures; there have also been the: snitching idiot 1 says as you walk by "you will make 
a move ..." and snitching idiot 2 says "yes, ... yes"; as well as the "how much?"'s 
(there would go tax payers' monies) ... and the greatest one so far: "medication, 
medication, there is medication for that ...". Now, what will be next? Are they 
"hearing" those "Gods" of theirs commanding them to start intoxicating/poisoning your 
food as well? They avidly mind whatever you say/so (or don't!) to use it as their 
b#llsh!ting currency (including, of course, what I say here). A long time ago, before I 
even started to pay any attention to any of that cr@p I started noticing -theatrical 
happenings-, which were very obviously fake. I remember that time I was walking on the 
streets and a relatively old person was approached by a police officer, who simply hit 
the guy in the head with a black jack. The guy started -way too profusely- (fake) 
"bleeding" and he put a theatrical sorrow face, without any defensive or repelling 
reaction whatsoever. That happened downtown Manhattan in a very crowded area everybody 
who saw that simply ran away. Only one person yelled out "that is abuse!". Around that 
time I was working for American Express as a data analyst right on Wall street and I was 
shipping to Cuba computer books so I went to the closest post office (not the one on 
Broadway) and as I asked for the options I had the clerk found the shipping payment so 
cheap that he refused to process the payment and even called the office manager who put 
a startled face what looking at the screen (he told them to clear and restart the order, 
then do "as the screen says", which he did while he verbalized qualms ;-)).
 Something that does affect me is the reaction of people I have (or try to) a more close 
or an intimate relationship with. I find 'interesting' the kind of sh!t they throw at 
me. Some of them say to you "you are trying all you possibly can in order not to be 
successful", or "you think you are 'important'" (my wife (and she was, first hand, able 
to see what I mean (and she meant more than that))), "are you seeking media attention" 
("legal" observers), "you are little crazy" (my colleagues, who even use my classes as 
part of their college work, who tell me they haven't seen a teacher like me who can 
masterfully teach all subjects in both English and Spanish (and that they even pay for 
them "to become" Spanish Math teachers ...)). May be due to the fact that I am a 
Physicist, I don't really care much about "what people say", but that what they say is 
-falsifiable- and even better yet, when it somehow is physically so. As someone was 
telling me: "when you tell people such things and they tell you, you are 'whatever kind 
of filling in the blank adjective'; they may, to an extent, lack the smarts to realize a 
mere mortal can't possibly, say, make up networking logs which you can match to 
Verizon's internal ones"; what they are really saying is "I don't want to tax my own 
mind/life with such things". People in NYC and the NYPD are crazy/emotionally/morally 
stupid enough, but I still can tell "where things are coming from". Once the police 
walked me up right in my room yelling at me and with their flash light pointing right 
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into my eyes, well, it was a living night mare! As I was hardly coming out of my sleep I 
started arguing with them about entering my apartment without my permission and they 
(realizing I didn't have a clue) let me know it was my roommate who (was moving out and) 
had asked for "exit permit" (I couldn't at first believe/understand it, but then I saw 
how they were rushing/treating her), and she had the legal right to be there, let them 
come in the apt. and that they didn't have to write a report about it (friends then 
explain to me that as crazy as it sounds and as angry (and rightfully so! (to me that 
was tacit moral rape of the worst kind)) as I was, they were right and that as they say: 
"sh!t happens"). That crazy woman I didn't like at first sight, but I don't like to let 
myself be carried away by impressions. She told me she needed a room for a few months 
till she found a more permanent place for herself. She was sick most of the time (with 
badly swollen legs and colds (to the point that I had to run out for a car in the middle 
of the night and help her walk down the stairs for her to go to emergency)), but I 
thought she was doing drugs (in fact, I initially thought that was why the police had 
come in). She was so sick that I told her she didn't have to go out to by some groceries 
in the middle of a winter storm, that she could just have whatever food I had, and, to a 
critical extent, it may have related to the fact that I was hungry (for sex) and I may 
have very lightly awakened her intuitions (let me just talk about my side of the 
equation), but then she just started to take my food whenever she wanted, cook for both 
of us and expect for me to sit at the table and have some dinner time with her (I (like 
dogs) just have one heavy meal a day and I eat it whenever I have time without much of a 
ceremony) Ach! Let's cut the cr@p, you'd f#ck me and I will do you ..., but no, she 
apparently wanted for me to give her emotional attention/play "her man". We boys do 
things like leaving the toilet lid up without even noticing it and that infuriates some 
girls. That lady would crazily slam the lid until (as she told me) "it broke". I told 
her "things don't brake/happen (by themselves) ..." an then she started telling me I was 
spying on her. I then email her telling her (even if she didn't respect our agreement) I 
would leave her security deposit for her at the police station and asked why she had 
done this. Her answer was I could keep the money and that "she was 'sorry'", but "I was 
a little 'crazy'" (I think she meant I didn't pay attention/talk to her, when she wanted 
(I may "be" around, but my mind -be- somewhere else/minding my business)). When I 
thought about it again with a cool mind I realized most probably it was related to her 
craze and her misunderstanding/misreadings/misexpectations.
 Piggybacking is something their so-called "intelligence department" do on an ongoing 
basis. The U.S. government uses "psychology graduates" in order to learn about "your 
rats" as part of their "101" monitoring à la George Orwell's "1984". They actively 
listen live and mind your telephone conversations. Then, if, while talking on the phone 
to my mother, I tell her that my students are dedicated/like my classes very much and 
she tells me "I should be very dedicated and love them too" (my mother was a teacher), 
then they go ahead and recruit my students as snitches! I volunteer as a gardener in my 
church and as I do the snitches at church come to watch you and report about what you 
were doing; so, if you are using a band saw, the firefighters at the station on 125th 
Street between Morningside and Amsterdam Ave. (2011-11-08 around 2PM) make their huge 
chain saws go off in a silly display at the very moment you are walking by. If I talk to 
a friend and he uses as an example to explain to me something, that "some people with 
guns ..." then they start setting up skits à la "we have guns ..."; like their snitch 
driving a car with the NYS license plate: EMZ 4451 who, fielded me as usual (on Friday, 
Oct. 14th 2011 at around 11 AM at the parking lot of the Pathmark on 207th Street in 
Inwood (where they closely watch your every movement, both, through their close-circuit 
cameras and making their employees shadow you, yet they still stop me outside and go 
through your payment slip and bought groceries!)) as I arrived, and awaited for me to 
come out to start with their "ellos tienen pistol'a'" b#llsh!t (which he incorrectly 
said in Spanish). As part of their "carrot-and-stick"/"'good' vs 'bad' police" b#llsh!t, 
I find groups of their idiots waiting for me on the streets or inside of the building as 
I am come out and they try to blab me and be "nice". I am not sure whom of which do I 
find more offensive and they don't seem to get they are just the same smelly sh!t with a 
slightly different color.
 This whole non-sense has been going on more or less aggressively for a long time, 
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pretty much since I came to the U.S. 15 years ago (the U.S. and Cuban police seem to 
exchange/sell each other dossiers!). In fact it took me a long time to realize/accept 
that it was deliberate/a targeted (not random for being black/"knowing too much"/having 
a peculiarly free personality/being some aspie) treatment by the police and get it under 
my skin, which I resisted. After "getting out of the farm" I really, really, really 
wanted to "get the farm out of me". While I lived in Cuba I always cherished the day I 
could be "free" and the number one thing I was going to do was dropping that very much 
taxing persecution awareness you keep in your mind (you somehow sensed when the police 
were going to "pay attention" to you and how they would (it wasn't that hard after all, 
the police would summon you while any international event was going on in Havana and 
make you agree on/sign "letters of understanding" about "voluntary" curfew, otherwise 
you would be "put in the drawer" for a while)).
 Something I enjoyed very much doing was arguing with people who would defend Castros' 
communist dictatorship. Once I met two hippie-looking University teachers from 
California (one of them spoke German, which was very helpful while articulating my 
ideas) and we sat for hours at the living room in my apartment having such intense 
discussions that we would not even stop to have some snacks. I could see that I had 
pretty much debased their silly "socialist Cuba is a pinnacle of social justice" 
illusions "I don't know what to think of it anymore ..." (one of them tersely said) and 
on another occasion while hanging out on the streets one of them asked me: " ... but, 
why do they make a criminal out of you?". I never, ever suspected that question would 
still be valid in/accompany me to "the land of the free". And, no, you don't get 
clinically crazy from not being "free". Cuban people have been for more than three 
generations under dictatorships (fully U.S.-backed Batista's + Castros' (indirectly and 
partially so)), erratic governance, economic hardships and heavy policing (notable 
differences between Batista's and Castros'), yet not only are the suicide rate and life 
expectancy in par with those of the "free", "developed" world (even if the index is 
slightly higher than in the rest of Latin America and they don't seem to count people 
who have lost their lives trying to escape the island on boats), but my people still are 
very much about enjoying music, dancing, joking around, are very family oriented, aren't 
cynical ... in fact, even though the U.S. government has been effectively kidnapping 
doctors and technicians trained in Cuba, working "where people don't seem to count" (and 
I am sure that the large majority of them don't agree with the Castros' dictatorship at 
all), they still don't quit their posts. Cuba (a very poor and small nation) trains and 
keeps more doctors in the so-called 3rd world than the WHO.
 The things I remember/miss most from Havana city are the smell of the sea, the very 
slow sun set (Havana is a city along the coast right on the Tropic of cancer) and that 
its people would not become police/snitches (the highest offense to us!) to the point 
that it created some chaotic times to the repressive government, who were forced to 
bring in poorly trained police from remote places (who couldn't even tell apart local 
niggers from foreign ones ;-)), which created other kinds of problems (search on 
youtube: Aldeanos "Cerebro de Tivol" (potty brain) ;-)), but, hey, anything but being 
police/snitches! This cat-chasing-mice thing (of the Castros' government curbing 
peoples' freedoms) takes at times unsuspected and hilarious turns. Cuban people as a way 
to exercise their few freedoms started to name their children in such downright weird 
and unpronounceable ways that the government ruled by fiat that you could only name your 
progeny "José" and "María" ;-) (they have done the same in other Latin American 
countries).
 Apparently, since the police so desperately need to entertain the "fighting-the-enemy" 
illusion "by any means necessary" (after their failure to find that Osama Bin Laden 
(where is the guy anyway?) for so many years (isn't that truly amazing! U.S. gov. hasn't 
been able to find their guy (let along "uproot terrorism"); when such things happen 
usually you are dealing with your own mind/yourself, that is why you can't get to the 
actual thing out there) and creating such stupid and self-perpetuating chaos), they even 
make "global".
 [Update: On the May 3rd edition of the New York Daily News (someone apparently left in 
the subway) extensive (of course in a biased/"for-public-opinion"/"persuasive" way), 
Hollywoodesque, "look-how-'brave'/'smart'/'great'-we-are" reports were published. Notice 
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(to only point out one example) the picture by Sam Constanza accompanying the article 
"Going down for the count" by (NYDN staff writer) Erica Pearson. He obviously made not 
only a great effort to take the picture from an angle that would cover the number of 
years, but the number itself seems to be artificially blurred in super obvious ways 
(Jeez, is using Photoshop that hard/time consuming?!? ;-)). On the picture it says 
"since 2001-09-11" (no, most people don't do the Math nor do they read newspapers 
critically (this is exactly why newspapers are sold)), but even that date is not right 
at all. It should, at the very least, go as far back as February 26th, 1993; when Al-
Qaeda bombed the World Trade Center for the first time (the U.S. government had been 
already after him), so if you do the simple arithmetic you will realize that the count 
down went for way longer than that, namely: 18 years, 2 months, 5 days. And we are not 
talking here about some dude hiding in some mountains, but some guy the CIA boasted 
about having used him against the Soviets during their invasion and occupation of 
Afghanistan and who must have been thoroughly and extensively footprinted. I read some 
of the NYDN stuff trying to find an explanation (even a lousy one) about how is it 
possible that the "worldsonlysuperpower", after spying pretty much on every molecule of 
the known universe, paying large sums of money for "information leading to his capture", 
institutionalizing torture, under God's leading hand, ... and keeping an ongoing 
abusively genocidal engagements that has more than doubled in time and prorated killing 
the Nazi's during WWII (even if "our heroes" (as Pres. Obama calls them) are not really 
fighting wars/armies). Nothing, (absolutely nothing!) published, raised any of these 
questions (or many other very much related ones), neither from a "technical", nor from a 
moral point of view! Why should poor, helpless and already abused people pay for the 
U.S. government/military/police/"intelligence services" being such inept morons? In fact 
if you try to make sense of what they published; they were basically saying since 2004 
there was a compound with no listed address, no running telephone lines, no connection 
to the Internet, avoiding all kinds of contact, ... Now, what were they waiting for? For 
a large target sign on top of the roof with his name on it? OK, people in the U.S. keep 
their own government on welfare in exchange for the illusion of being "protected", but, 
just to point that one out, the Israeli government/police is not. My technical smarts 
and sense or reality still resists believing that it took so long the 
"worldsonlysuperpower"]
 A well-armed team from the English police would repeatedly swarm around/harass me and 
my wife (we separated (but I feel weird about calling her "my ex")) while we were simply 
trying to leisurely have some snacks at the airport (what would you do while enjoying 
clowns performance?), even though we were just changing planes as we were returning to 
the U.S. and the same type of nonsense happened when we visited Spain and even 
Nicaragua; and when I visited Canada, Germany and China ("see, ... our snitches are 
(like God) omnipresent"). As part of standard police's check in and out operations, 
right after arriving at Beijing International Airport, I was fielded at the tarmac and 
derailed to another taxiing bus where a(n even uniformed ;-)) young woman with a large, 
portable directional sensor awaited me. After noticing such typical signs as the outer 
gate found open and misplaced things in her apartment I told my good friend (she would 
even lie regarding her age in order to visit me when I was in prison) I was visiting 
there that it was the police. She didn't pay attention to me (even though unusual things 
kept happening and she could tell it wasn't me (in addition to that, she has known me 
very well for a long time and under similar circumstances)). Then my return ticket 
"disappeared" from the place my friend had "safely" put it ... She flipped out telling 
me "¿Por qué me involucras?" (Why do you make me part of those things?) and ran me out 
of her place (she was then very ashamed of having done that afterwards and we resumed 
our friendship, but even though I am not resentful/hateful our friendship does not mean 
the same to me anymore). Apparently, since the Chinese police wanted me around for a 
while, I went right away to the airport and bought a (very expensive) return ticket 
after speaking to a China Air representative, who explained to me that all I had to do 
was wait for a year for the purchase cost of the ticket to be refunded. Once in NYC at 
the China Air office I filled out forms on which you had to specify the option in which 
you wanted for your ticket to be refunded and explain how did you lose it (I may have 
"explained" Chinese police apparently didn't like my black @ss). Instead of giving me 
back my money as cash as they told me they would do without any problems, after doing a 
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transfer test for 1 cent, she transferred the rest to the AMEX account, precisely 
because I had asked her not to do so (I hadn't used that credit card anymore, because 
they were overcharging me and running fabricated penalties for actually always paying my 
monthly charges in full). I lost $800+.
 NATO helicopters would hover over me and my wife when we were at the beach in Tarifa 
(Spain), my wife is good looking, but I never thought her rear end would make NATO 
launch air operations! While at the airport (here in the states), their ushers/guides 
are sent "bad nigger alerts" in order to misinform you of anything you ask. You even 
notice how they coordinate using their walkie-talkies and closed circuit cameras. They 
also make people who are obviously not flying anywhere be around you and their janitors 
constantly clean the area around you (even though there is nothing to be cleaned ;-)). 
My wife would ask me why do I ask the same question to different people, why don't I 
just ask at the information desk. Yeah! Why don't I? At Newark airport that uniformed 
guy even went up to the bus I was taking and said to the driver to leave right before I 
could board it!
 U.S. gov/police don't seem to respect anything; right while me and my wife were at the 
wedding party in the church were we married (at St. Mary's (@ Manhattanville)), they 
made the fire alarms beep/go off (some of their favorite stupid things). They are also 
into creating smells (among them the scatological ones they know best) and spread it in 
your apartment, your immediate surroundings, -your work place- and on the streets you 
are walking on. I have a strong smell sense, but my wife is pretty much smell-deprived. 
Even though she is not naive about police b#lls!t, she has a "don't upset the dogs" 
mentality regarding police and I rather have a "throw their sh!t back on their faces" 
one, so we had a tacit, mutual agreement not to talk about that stuff (unless it would, 
at times, feel downright cynical not making her aware of certain things even if we may 
have ended up arguing), yet she would go herself sometimes while in her/our apartment 
like: "What is this smell now? ..." I would opt for not saying a thing.
 I was born and grew up in Havana, as part of a family of high-profile political 
dissidents (in Cuba just "living" a regular life is criminal and the country at large is 
openly controlled prison style); so, I have been exposed to that kind of cr@p since I 
was a little boy. I eventually grew myself into one and was closely monitored, 
ostracized, constantly arrested, put under "Berufsverbot" and in prison a number of 
times (my dad would even crack jokes to the police when they would come asking for me, 
telling them how sad/jealous he was they were now coming for me ;-)). Once while in 
prison, after a thorough beat up (because I badly hit one of their own (in a sense I was 
a bit sorry a nice guy was the one who got the punch in the face)), threw me in a 
punishment cell bleeding, peeing blood and with a galloping fever for days, in fact I 
became so sick/weak that I (a generally healthy/strong person, coming, both sides, from 
long-living (serious) disease-free families) fainted when they took me out after a 
doctor (who was imprisoned for malpractice) raised hell (no damage permanent whatsoever 
has been detected by repeated fMRI scans and I went back to being the exceptionally 
healthy person I have always been).
 Probably it is because they don't waste their time trying to transcendentally frame 
their b#lls!t. The Cuban police have at least the decency to act on your face in open 
daylight, in documented and very explicit ways. They even summon you to 
discuss/customize with you/make "more participatory" their repression plan ;-). Their 
U.S. counter part acts "smartly" because in a "free" and "democratic" country there are 
laws protecting people's rights. What a joke! To my total amazement (that was totally 
new to me) the police in the U.S. would harass your family and friends/acquaintances 
(uniformed and heavily armed police peskily shadowed and escorted me and my old mother 
around when I went to receive her at the airport, and the lowest of them all, Great 
Lord!; they started sending scores of threatening letters questioning the legal status 
of her children to my single-mother sister and placed harassing calls not only to your 
immediate family, but extended and even family friends as well (who set them straight 
"you are snitches, this is all you are!")). My sister, very preoccupied, took those 
letters and went to the welfare office to show them to her case worker who perplexed and 
in disbelief showed them to other coworkers and went up to her manager asking "who did 
this?" (of course, there was no answer, or, well, a gringo police-like one). As my 
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mother told me: "it all stopped after you left". The citizenship application for my 
sister's minor children was delayed for years and then they notified her that "the names 
and DOBs didn't match the ones they had" (papers were sent with incorrect/mangled names 
and dates of birth), she asked the lawyer at the agency why this was happening and his 
answer was "I don't know" (the data on the copies they kept at the office were correct 
(even though my nice and nephew were born in Mexico there is absolutely nothing illegal 
about their status (which their got from their mother) in the U.S.)). Dad, did the 
police ever threaten you using us (your children/family) as bait? (Long silence that 
sounded like "what the heck is he talking about?" and then an explosive "No!"). The only 
case I know/remember of the Cuban police bothering someone's family was when you were 
overworking them in prison. They knew, this is the last thing we wanted, so they would 
transfer you to a remote prison, in order to make your family visits more difficult for 
them. Once I was at a U.S.PS office complaining for lost mail for which I had even paid 
return-receipt and there was this guy (based on his accent I could tell he was 
Cuban/from Havana) angrily complaining about repeated instances of lost mail as well. 
The applications for residency, citizenship, passport renewal ... by Cuban people tends 
to run into strange hurdles and delays ("red tape") in a selective fashion and more 
often than you could attribute to random causes.
 Once the Cuban state security police knocked on my apartment door (typical police 
style) and after I opened it, they entered, tightly handcuffed me and started yelling at 
me and pushing me around while some other plain-clothed police and a lady searched my 
apartment in a very invasive way. My girlfriend was sitting right there in the living 
room watching TV and they didn't even care to eye her nice rear end (that time I had no 
clue whatsoever as to why they were arresting me). They were messy, loud and abusive to 
the point that neighbors (even Castro supporting ones) would come out and start loudly 
arguing with them. Then, after the three days (they could keep you arrested without 
cause), I went to work (thinking they had already fired/replaced me (I was working as a 
garbage man)) and my managers told me the police had been there and let them know I had 
been under arrest the previous days. Thank you morons!
 Apparently due to their lack of brains and that they apparently weren't able to grow 
up, police love tech toys! In the U.S. they turn my son's voice to fax tones while I 
talk to him, tap and noise your phone in blatantly obvious ways (I have made my 
girlfriend say  "fly path" for her to notice herself how the call is dropped ;-)) and 
even turn off the phone service and/or access to the Internet or slow it down badly, and 
constantly robocall (and BTW m0r0ns, thank you for stopping doing that in the middle of 
the night!) and man calls to you in order to conversationally bait you into their 
b#llsh!t (sometimes they start talking by themselves, letting me know I am a "no reply, 
no response" case). During my application for unemployment benefits, even though 
procedurally you can't pass a page in which they ask you to confirm your legal status 
(which they very well know), they say to you in order to complete your application you 
must call them and when you do, they start giving you that tired sh!t about you "being a 
(naturalized) U.S. citizen". Then when your unemployment benefits are coming to an end, 
they field you at the bank and make you have "oops!" moments while a snitch (very 
obviously not a bank clerk) standing by asks you "if you want to talk to them". They 
also alter the request headers of hits to your pages as if they were referred from non-
existent "we-will-beat-the-sh!t-out-of-you" links. When I have called my telco 
(NYNEX/Verizon) or ISP from pay phones, their own employees/tech reps anxiously tell you 
they can't internally fix "those problems" and when you complain they tell you "they 
don't know why this (they can't fix/reset my connection from inside of their networks) 
is happening" and that "they did offer repair services". I have had to wait from October 
24th to January 6th 2011 simply for my telephone service to be ported back to Verizon. 
Even their own tech support representatives would not believe it was taking so long and 
would start giving me sh!t, telling me that the problem is that my area code as (917) to 
which I would respond by reminding to them they were the ones that gave me a (917) 
telephone, at times it was exclusively for cell phones (as a way to motivate you to get 
a cell phone in order to more easily track you?), or they would resort to their tired 
"well, our records don't match" and I would let them know nothing has changed since, 
more than 10 years ago, they gave me that telephone number and when they run out of 
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rationalizing explanations they would start with their "the problem is that 'you eat too 
much garlic', 'you have curly hair', 'you had problems with your wife', ... " nonsense. 
And it is not just about an area code, but a whole constellation of things which don't 
happen randomly/by happenstance: telephone calls get rerouted, they turn the voice of 
people talking to you into fax tones, as you walk on the streets their snitches at every 
business come out to watch you, they tell employers, they mess with, delay and make 
"disappear" packages sent by or to you, mess with the lock of your apartment's door, if 
you go and clean up/tidy a public garden, they come after you and clear it, even 
removing plants in order to make it more transparent (Why hadn't they done so in the 
first place. I didn't know I had "powers", specially to make NYC a cleaner/safer 
city ;-)). Since July 2012 I have had to access the Internet through friends, public 
libraries and my church, because my ISP basically told me off. I have shown to them 
Internet traffic logs as evidence that Verizon is actually firewalling me off the 
Internet (there is simply no way someone could make up logs with IP addresses, timing, 
protocol negotiation, which could be exactly matched to Verizon's) and no I don't live 
in China, but in "the land of the free". I very well know the U.S. government are the 
ones behind this (and they are "lawyers r us"), yet I am not paying them for services, 
so I decided to sue both Verizon's and my ISP's rear ends, even though they do that in 
compliance with U.S. gov and it thoroughly bothers the hell out of me, wasting 
time/energy minding their cr@p.
 Apparently it is not enough to monitor you live 24x7. They constantly hack into your 
computer to the point of not only messing with your word processor's spell check and 
router (inside your home), firewalling you from certain web sites and use this very 
website (and all other ones) to 404 the links to my posts, but also physically 
destroying your modem and delete files in your computer, as some sort of 
punishment/"fear conditioning". I wonder what is their point when they choose to delete 
Gismonti's version of Preludio Bachiana 4 by Villa Lobos from my hard drive. When you 
log into your email (with the usual delay they need in order to "locate" you (which they 
don't really need to do)) you get messages letting you know that "someone"'s logged in 
with your credentials ("We own you". Oh, ... you do!) The police also redirect and drop 
my calls and those people place to me to "call centers". They alter the content of email 
messages going out and sent to you. Once I showed people the addresses of their place as 
I received it via email and they gave me a "WTF?" look. Some other times messages left 
in an answering machine have been purged. In one occasion, it turned out my friend was 
working just one block away from the place I was visiting and she confirmed to me that 
she had left a message and even sounded out how the outgoing message went. If you go to 
a library some kinds of people show up (who are not reading or anything and they don't 
even pretend to be doing so ;-)). If you are riding the train with a girl you just met, 
some people show up acting (and even looking at her) in weird ways; "who are these 
people (pretending to be musicians (with trumpet cases))?", she asked; ach, snitches! 
That girl (like many other) seemed to have liked me, but after she learned about this 
kind of cr@p (which I don't hide) we never met again. When you ride the subway, they 
tell their snitches exactly where you are sitting and they get in through the closest 
door and sit right in front of you if they can. While walking on the streets with 
someone, they make their snitches walk in front of you and try to listen to what you are 
talking about (without even taking off their clown noses!). In fact, I wonder if they 
act in such a stupid way in order to somehow show solidarity to me as they do "their 
job" and, hey!, we are dealing with stupidity here! Most (naive) regular people out 
there would be amazed to know that there are people whose day job is to snitch. This 
constant harassment messes not only directly with you, but its secondary effects burden 
your life as well. As a teacher, once I got to the school earlier to sort out my 
students tests and make sure every thing was ready; that lady (apparently responsible 
with that snitching shift ("security" apparently is not enough)) startled and started to 
closely watch me and send people to do so as well. So, coming there earlier was 
problematic, and contributed with my arriving 12 mins. late to my class on another 
occasion, which I don't like a bit. That day I saw whom I thought to be student (I had 
never seen) eating in the classroom (which was against regs (the had a lounge)) and as I 
started to tell her she told me she was a teacher (so?!) and then they sent that lady to 
try to mingle with me at some other location.
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 They also voice in and induce noises in your apartment with repetitive rhythmic 
patterns in a highly focused/directed way, which appears to be modulated, high-frequency 
magnetic lobes (I am a Physicist by profession/tech monkey by trade; just changing the 
orientation of your head/ears you notice much of a difference (acoustic sounds/noises 
which have a larger wave length are not like that)), as well as unnatural noises coming 
from your radiator's gauges and such which appear to be coming from your own 
refrigerator or your neighbor's (smart as they are they kept creating those noises when 
you turn off your fridge, switch off the power supply in your apartment and while the 
apartment upstairs was empty (tenants had moved out) ;-)), as well as slamming doors and 
crashing glasses at night during your sleep in order to sleep deprive you (all these 
noises happen mostly during sleep time (during the early AM hours (REM time (autogenic 
exercises would do nicely!))) and, invariably, once you stand up to check exactly from 
where exactly they are coming, noises stop). I had once mediation sessions with my 
neighbors upstairs (the Gómez family) about load noise and they angrily asked me how 
could I possibly complaining about  load noises if I routinely use a heavy drill past 
midnight(?!) ... (so they think I am doing this, could it possibly the family downstairs 
who have a months-old baby?). Sleep depriving people was one of Nazi's favorite forms of 
torture, but when -we- do it, it is "different", because "God is telling us to save 
'democracy'/'the universe'" ... That random/erratic noising (and their "Gods" should 
know what (I do believe in God, but more in a Franciscan (not a 
punitive/political/government-like) way)), may seem to be some marginal annoyance 
affecting your hearing, but, as it has been medically proven, it is actually severely 
affecting your heart through your brain/ANS (Autonomic Nervous System), which can even 
cause you to die of "natural" causes.
 In order to psychologically poke your mind and frame/"contextualize" their messages, 
the U.S. government/police do their iterations: different things they continually do 
trying to psychologically probe you. At times it gets hilarious like that lady that all 
of a sudden, while I walked by, came out and broke a coconut santería style, making a 
loud exploding noise that scared the sh!t out of unsuspecting people (which made me 
think of Irakere's song: "a romper el coco" ;-)). They also constantly get in your ways; 
the third time you go to get some beer from some cheap store, beer is no more ... I 
asked and I was told "we didn't have a license" and then with a smile "well, we sold 
beer for years ..." (Sorry guy!). The guy from the place I used to call my son in Cuba 
(calling from your home makes it easier to the police to b#llsh!t you (telephones you 
call to are also on record)) told me: "you (generally) can't call to Cuba from here 
anymore ..." I put a  questioning face and the guy put a "well it is not me/about 
business ..." one, shrugging it off. If you just run into a former student on the 
streets or speak to a fruit vendor they want to hear/know what you are talking about and 
afterwards start bothering/trying to recruit them for their b#llsh!t. If you go to some 
fast food restaurant, they send "bad nigger alerts" to the police/security guy there, 
who would then stand in your back or right next to you on the counter framing messages 
to the employees taking and serving orders. If one of my (African) students asks me 
about "Cuba", they start giving sh!t to him.
 I don't miss, nor do I really find Cuban police admirable in any way, but, how ironic, 
I never thought I was ever going to somehow find them "honorable" on any terms! After 
learning about police in the U.S. I am in a sense shocked (the idea that in a "free" 
country the police would serve as a politically repressive tool was new to me), yet in 
some sense amused to see how they use very similar methods (that thing about coming home 
to find your apt. door unlocked/messed up with, the lights in your apt on and accusing 
someone of being "an agent of the enemy" is standard b#lls!t; actually taking things 
from inside your apartment, telling/"proposing" to you to kill you and this gringo thing 
of (even logically! @@) thinking that people must like their cr@p otherwise you are a 
"terrorist" suspect; is not); as well as how those methods reflect their particular 
cultural mindset. Most police in Cuba tend to work like office workers and do their work 
as some fastidious job. Gringos act like cowboys and apparently enjoy making fun of you. 
They don't seem to have any clue about there being something called -morality- (which is 
very much part of being police/snitches) and that to some people it is very offensive 
being blabbed by them. I also thought that only people living under a dictatorship would 
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avail themselves to "their masters" as snitches (even entertaining themselves, thinking 
they are spies in silly movies from the 50's) and think of themselves "as heroes acting 
in the name of God" while abusively and genocidally invading and occupying poor and 
small countries by their masters' command.
 The Cuban dictatorial government acts like overbearing elders, which I always found 
very offensive. I would even say my people protest them as if they were some annoying 
uncles. One of the funniest accounts I know of was about that lady whose food was taken 
away by the police when she arrived at a bus station. She went home took her children 
and brought them to the police station telling them "Bueno, ahora Uds se ocupan de 
alimentarlos ..." (So, you will take care now of feeding them all right ...). Police 
gave her, her children and food a ride home :-). Once my son developed a high fever in 
the middle of the night and I ran out to get a car and stopped a police car (which in 
Cuba must double as ambulance/emergency response), when they noticed who had stopped 
them they got very tense and even stopped talking to each other and over their two-way 
radios. They would look back through their interior mirrors with noticeable contempt 
("you mf you ..." ("yes, me mf me ...")), yet, when we arrived at the hospital they even 
came out of the police car to help the mother of my son come out.
 Supposedly, as part of the general medical exam for "the application to leave the 
country", the Cuban police would make "doctors" -literally- snoop into people's rear 
ends (as I remember they would even take pictures (some database of @ssh0l3s!)) 
("¡Veamos, muéstreme ese c#l0 soberano suyo si es que Ud ama tanto la libertad!" (Let's 
take a peek at that sovereign @ss of yours if you love freedom that much!)). Even though 
I am not a school of med guy I knew that there is very little medical information you 
could get from such checks. The intention was to make a lasting impression in people's 
minds/morals. Police in the U.S. act in an "anonymous" way, because this is "how God 
goes about its business". They, after visually (with infrared sensors too!) and 
acoustically monitoring your habitat, use that kind of "information" too. The idea is to 
try to engage you interpersonally in a way that you would be ashamed to accept and/or if 
you share with other people, who don't know you and/or that this is going on, would 
either think "you are crazy" or "having psychotic hallucinations". There is also the 
school of thought along the lines of "you have nothing to worry about if you aren't 
doing anything 'wrong'" and "if they do those kinds of things to you it must be for 
'some reason'". They not only do that to people they imprisoned in Abu Ghraib in Iraq, 
but also to regular folks out there, who are not criminals. They use fear and sex as 
ways to psychologically influence you (at your very core (so they think)), because fear, 
sex and dominance/territoriality are part of the core of our ("reptilian") brain. 
However, once you understand it is just police idiots, who can't find anything better to 
do with their lives and are being paid to do that, so you absolutely lose any respect 
whatsoever towards them, there is little effect their m0r0n!c stuff could possible have 
on you. Gandhi used to say to his people while they were fighting off British 
colonization that while fighting the external demons of the British, they should not 
forget fighting their own internal ones (the caste system, corruption, racism, marital 
abuse, ... (indeed, a very profound spiritually not only on a social scale but on a 
personal sense as well!)). I doubt my demons have the right quality and enough of the 
quantity of sh!t to match the U.S. government. Besides that, as Julian Assange said, 
paying attention/responding to them would be "wrestling with pigs". Sometimes I wonder 
who are the drunken lemurs doing that. Even scholars doing  "consciousness studies" on 
ravens get very fast disappointed after wasting so much time with their experiments, 
because birds apparently figured out "something was fishy" real quick and didn't play 
into their experiments. Which makes you wonder who was experimenting with whom ;-)
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 What can a person under such systematic harassment by the police in a "free" and 
"democratic" country do? Well, if you don't have the privilege of entertaining "regular 
dude" illusions, here is one of the options: for example, during the McCarthy era, 
Brazil took lots of "internally displaced/barred intellectuals" that were targeted by 
the repressive paranoia of those times (even someone like Chaplin became the obsession 
of the very director of the FBI). So, one day I paid a visit to their consulate in NYC 
and I had the opportunity to talk to a true and nice person (a true and nice 
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bureaucrat!), who after starting with a formal "what can I do for you?", listening to me 
for a while (and apparently realizing I was not the typical idiot out there trying to 
get away with something), relaxed and started talking to me in a friendly way. He 
actually was a graduate of the so-called "New School" in those times, in which the 
paranoia seemed unstoppable and, after teasing me about "neither Castro, nor Uncle Sam 
liking me" ;-) and giving me some "I-like-Castro, because ..." sh!t, he basically told 
me that the chances that the Brazilian government grants me political asylum are very 
minimal, because, technically, I am a U.S. citizen and political asylum cases are not 
about what "happens" to -you- or what the government here in the U.S. does to their 
citizens, but it would be about Brazil politically stating: "in the U.S. civil liberties 
are not respected" (well?!) ... (besides, "Obama is like a movie star in Brazil" (he 
told me, which made me wonder)). He nevertheless encouraged me to formally apply (even 
if they most probably neg my (first?) petition). He advised to me to try to simply get a 
job overseas and leave this way (which sounds too easy), yet I openly tell the truth as 
a way to be up front and very clear about my reasons to leave (so they also hear -my- 
version), not because I think I should be treated in a preferential way.
 I have protested this already with letters to various instances in the U.S. from the 
president's office to the governors, senators and my congress representative (of course 
cc'ing the various police instances (as if you need to do so ;-))) and I have asked what 
exactly I have been charged with, since constraining peoples' freedoms is what they do 
when they put you in prison. At least in Cuba they do formally acknowledge letters of 
dissent and (even if based on some crazy and b#llsh!t!ng abusive/paternalistic logic) 
respond to them. They even charge and prosecute you with such cr@p as "enemy 
propaganda"!
 Instead of (or in addition to) the "getting-the-hell-out-of-here" option (which in our 
times may not make much of a difference) I think this is what could be done about this 
kind of nonsense: I bought "quiscustodiet.org" with the intention of culturing these 
types of abuses and excesses, not only in places like Cuba under an open, daylight 
dictatorship, but also "free" and "democratic" countries like the U.S. I found amazing 
that during the Deutsche Wiedervereinigung it was actually the U.S. government and their 
allies that got nervous about it and opposed people accessing their own dossiers kept by 
the stasi. You wonder why they didn't really like that kind of  ;-). They перестройка
just staged some theatrical b#llsh!t with a few artists and writers, who, shockingly!, 
did lend themselves to that kind of manipulative theatre! While visiting a friend in 
Berlin during an anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, I watched a documentary 
about those practices from the stasi and I wasn't sure if it was meant as some kind of 
laughing matter compared to the stuff that goes on currently in our kinds of societies. 
Police have taken over civil society. Nowadays, privacy is another of the many illusions 
we are entertained with ("the Santa of adulthood!").
 Some time ago they used to make some ex-offenders wear geolocating devices, now people 
happily carry their cellphones around effectively offering, not-exactly for free, not 
only what they talk about, but also their location with centimetric precision at all 
times. Politicians/police wild dreams of running 1984-like societies have come true! 
They have realized their dreams of running a real-time, panoptic society to the point of 
creating deceiving themselves into believing that they actually own it and can play 
"God". Yet technology is something people can basically understand and use in order to 
be aware of and protect themselves from police abuses and excesses, and it is free (or 
dirt cheap) and ubiquitous. I am a Physicist/tech monkey myself who became a Philo of 
Mind kind of guy (hsymbolicus.wordpress.com/about) with a well seasoned experience 
dealing with such issues. I can create a live CD based on Debian Linux and necessary 
software that would run on any x86-based computer hardware and mobile devices to help 
people monitor, report and document illegal police's dealings inside and around their 
apartment. In order to culture those types of issues we will also need doctors, 
psychologists, translators and lawyers with a social-justice bent to them.
 We have books, movies, participative research, demonstrations and not many pages/fora 
out there with peoples' comments. In a Marxian-like "Police-of-the-world-unite!" 
fashion, police agencies of the world collaborate. How come there are no "comparative 
anthropologies/psychologies" (let's call it that ;-)) of state manipulation, harassment, 
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persecution and repression? How come, when those issues are studied in the U.S., they 
use as example Soviet Russia? How come philosophers and historians in the U.S. use Nazi 
Germany instead of their own government/society to explain what Hannah Arendt meant with 
"banality of evil"? How come historian Tom Flanagan says in a silly, pompously academic 
way that he would "inform his students of differing opinions", but would offensively, 
frantically and publicly (isn't wikileaks great! ;-)) show his true colors by openly 
calling for the assassination of Julian Assange as many other U.S. government officials 
have done? How could the U.S. possibly praise, award and finance "reporters fighting for 
freedom", but go berserk about wikileaks? How come mainstream media outlets in the U.S. 
would direct people's attention at how Cuban people, for lack of toilette paper, use 
their newspapers as such, without giving at least some ecological credit to the Castro 
regime for publishing all their manipulation and b#llsh!ting lies on eight (8) pages and 
to Cuban people for having figured out what best to do with their media? How come the 
U.S. government praises Liu Xiaobo (2010 peace nobel prize) and criticizes persecution 
in China, but, then puts Bradley Manning in prison for exposing genocide and crimes 
against humanity? Because it is "different" when it is about their "patriotic" business? 
If you check the topics ACLU categorizes their interest in (aclu.org/key-issues), you 
won't find state repression as one of the key issues they focus on. Why not? Because 
they don't have a clear-cut case? OK, "free speech" and "technology and liberty" 
somewhat address state repression, but I think that it should be addressed "where the 
road meets the tire" and, as they say, "you must go to the source". I have tried talking 
so-called "legal observers" to "observe" those abuses by the U.S. government  as well, 
but they say they only "observe" public events.
 The U.S. government became the #1 business hiring psychology graduates and as part of 
their "patriotic" laws, they seem to be very interested in your medical records. What 
for? How is it exactly that your medical records have to do with your ideas of civility 
and morality? In fact, in general, I distrust the U.S. government ("listening to God 
telling them to save the 'free' world" and such cr@p) more than I would the Cuban 
government snooping into people's rear ends with their "on-your-face" kind of 
repression. Systematically targeting dissent in a covert way is one of their strategies. 
I do understand not agreeing with the official discourse will make your life 
uncomfortable, but since when have I borrowed myself to the U.S. government as some sort 
of state-repression guinea pig? They even let you know they don't like when you air 
their cr@p, as if you had some sort of agreement with them!?! Also, don't they advertise 
the U.S. as a "free" country?, -freedom- means to me not becoming another of their 
snitching @ssh0l3s. Passive awareness tacitly makes you an accomplice of what they do to 
other people as well.
 The U.S. government apparently thinks (naturally indeed) that they not only determine 
what freedom means, but that they -are- it. In the U.S. the media doesn't really 
elaborate on their own, but other people's sins, which works very well indeed! I never 
thought "free" people would be so easily gullible. As someone told me once "OK, we very 
well knew we were being lied on a daily basis, but is this the truth?" (while pointing 
to an edition of the NY Times in a garbage bin). Most people chose to have an ostrich-
like reaction (burying their head in their daily business) to issues out of their 
control. They don't even know how to talk about repression. A terminological 
introduction/dictionary and a FAQ about state/police harassment, persecution and 
repression would be a good start.

 Thank you very much,
 Ricardo Camilo López López
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